The objectives of this study were to detect some causal relationships in significant differences optimum distribution ratios phases that the most sources agree that it varies from athlete to the other. Our subjects were the finalists (2009-2011) with Hop-dominated technique, 17 meter as minimum performance and the best performance in the world triple Jump with Jump-dominated technique, 18 meter as minimum performance in other comparison. In the absence of technological means in Algeria, our study explores the reports (IAAF) in order to answer: Which causal relationship explained or dismissed the Optimum distribution ratios phases in the two-practiced dominant technique (Hop and Jump) to achieve results? For this, we chose the analysis of the Regression to be compared, the impact phase distributions (hop, step and jump) charged with the results achieved in their test. Our goal for this research is: Improve search through the Optimum use of data results champions. Find a causal relationship between dominant technique and results as research topic in Optimum ratios phases. The most important results obtained: Optimum distribution ratios phases in the hop-dominated technique varies from athlete to other because the respect of the model theories Russian requires the Stride length of the three phases typically to (39%: 30%: 31%).Optimum distribution ratios phases in the jump-dominated technique should be us as optimum phase ratio in condition that the Stride length of the three phases typically to (34%29%37%).
Introduction
The triple Jump is composed of three take-off phases (Hop, Step, and Jump), each plays an important role, as they require the jumper to tolerate extremely high forces of impact and to maintain a high level of horizontal velocity. (Abeer Eissa, 2014) That the Biomechanical Studies have been conducted to identify the factors affecting the performance of the triple jump in an attempt to determine the optimum techniques for individual athletes (Bing Yu, PhD, 1982) .
Below is a list of researchers and the means of the percent phase contributions they found for elite male triple jumpers as modality of their technique practiced. (Clifford Larkins) said that the findings listed above, the mean contribution of the phase distances varied with each study and Hay& Miller's (1985) confirm that optimal phase ratio is different from athlete to other, (Bing Yu, PhD, 1982) for that the Velocity conversion coefficient is the determinant of optimum phase ratio. (Paul Brice) The hop is the first phase of the triple jump and objective in it is to achieve horizontal vertical velocity because the hop leg would-be used for two other phases. Moreover, for our research, we agree with (Hui Liu, 2012) Phase ratio is a measure of effort distribution in the triple jump. Hop-dominant, balanced, and jump-dominant techniques were three triple jump techniques defined based on phase ratio and confirmation of (Ed Jacoby, 2009 )that the transition of phases neither any errors are related to other thing that defeat technique modality who is related to the causal relationships in the rejection or acceptance significant optimum distribution ratios phases in the triple jump.
In conclusion, our purpose of this modest study:
Is there any causal relationship that can be used to rejection or acceptance significant optimum distribution ratios phasesin the hop-dominated technique? Is there any causal relationship that can be used to rejection or acceptance significant optimum distribution ratios phasesin the jump-dominated technique? For that, we have chosen the Kinematics assessment in order to obtain some objective information, based in the technique theory distributions ratios. (MIHAI IlIE, 2009) 
Methods and Means Population

Research Tools
Explore the literature on everything related to the subject of our research. Explore the reports, quantitative analysis of our sample Explore the reports, qualitative in similar studies Explore the biomechanical analysis using in the similar studies Explore the statistical analysis using in the similar studies.
Results and Discussion
Is there any causal relationship that can be used to rejection or acceptance significant optimum distribution ratios phases in the hop-dominated technique? We have chosen Regression as model statically Table 3 (b), we note that the three values of the simple correlation and the coefficient(R Square-Adjusted R Square), are significant in the Predictorsused in Model 1. Form that we confirmed the independent explanatory variables phases (distance jump, distance step, distance hop), was able to explain the changes in the Dependent Variable Jump distance in practiced technique hop dominate phase required and the rest (0.03) is attributable to other factors. As it noted in Table 3 (c) of the variables Predictors includes in analysis to defined the explanatory power of the model 1 based by the calculi of F.
As can be seen from the High explanatory power of multiple linear regression model from a statistical point the F test High moral (P <0.001), from that we confirms the High moral explanatory power of the modelschosen of the multiple linear regression statistical. We conclude from the Table3 (d) that the independent variables were significant from a statistical point of these tests that we confirmed by t (at the moral level of P ≤ 0.001) in all comparisons, which it is the Reason to explanatory power of the moral analysis of variance Regression. Form that our equation:
Regression line Jump distance = 1.16 +.90 distance phase hop+.87 distance phase step+1.02 distance phase jump Diagram of the points that we find clustered around the line so the data (residuals) distributed according to the normal distribution of the variables expertise in our study We conclude from the Table 3 (a-b-c-d) that the hop dominated techniquepracticed as distributions ratios is depended with the all participation of the independent variables enter in the equation. Were we cannot excludedany Variables to be significant from a statistical point of these tests that we confirmed that Dependent Variable: Jump distance, it is the average of the results of different phases, which varies with variables independent (hop step jump) of each athlete distributions to gain more distance.
(Clifford Larkins) who said that the findings listed explain think above, the mean contribution of the phases distances varied with each study and Hay & Miller's (1985) confirm that optimum phase ratio is different from athlete to other (Bing Yu, PhD, 1982).Which we observed in the confirmation of scientific (F.P. Beer, Ferdinand P. Beer, E.R., 2009) as advice attributes in the formation of an athlete require by coaches. As a driving tasks objectives are to achieve as much as the triple jump is an athletic event in which a current arriving athlete tries to jump as far as he can by performing a hop, step and a jump phases.
Discussion of the Hypothesis 1
From the comparisons in the table 3(a-b-c-d)and the consistent linear figures 1 (a-b) condition as the equation of Dependent Variable equal that it's the average of the all participation of the independent variables enter in regression method: we accepted the hypothesis, That Optimum distribution ratios phases varies from athlete to other, for this causal relationships (hop dominated technique)that we explain in the within of the objectivein the hop phase explains by (Paul Brice),as it's the first phase the achieving of the horizontal vertical velocity is the gain in the leg will be used for the two other phases.(Abeer Eissa, 2014) confirms this thought the athlete aims to maximize the horizontal distance jumped. This jump is composed of 3 takeoff phases (hop, step, and jump), each playing an important role, as they require the jumper to tolerate extremely high forces of impact and to maintain a high level of horizontal velocity in another (Bing Yu, PhD, 1982) confirms, for the Russian technique (hop dominated technique). The nearest that, any came to the 39%: 30%: 31% ratio. In addition, based on the results we explained the phenomenon by (Ed Jacoby, 2009) that succeed in triple Jump are in the transition of phases, neither any errors is relate to other. that we explain statistical in the difference ratios acquired between step phase and Jump phase that it does not respect the model 1% in the major findings listed in the studies similar(table 1) for that we ask the second question.
Is there any causal relationship that can be used to rejection or acceptance significant Optimum distribution ratios phases in the jump-dominated technique? We have chosen Regression as model statically Stepwise (Criteria: Probability-of-F-to-enter <= .050, Probability-of-F-to-remove >= .100).
a. Dependent Variable: Jump distance
From the table4 (a) we note that the regression method, which is, used in a manner is the Stepwise where the program has shown that it introduces onlythe distance phase Jump as the independent variable in the equation of multiple linear regression. As it is noted in Table4 (c) of the variables Predictor include in analysis to define the explanatory power of the model 1 based by the value of F.
As can be seen from the High explanatory power of multiple linear regression model from a statistical point the F test High moral (P <0.01), from that we confirms the High moral explanatory power of the model chosen of the multiple linear regression statistical. We conclude from the Table4 (d) that the independent variable were significant from a statistical point of these tests that we confirmed by t (at the moral level of P ≤ 0.001) in all comparisons, which it is the Reason, explanatory power of the moral analysis of variance Regression. From that our equation
Regression line Jump distance = 14.808+.494 distance phase jump We conclude from the Table 4 (e) that the independent variables (Hop distance and Step distance) were not significant from a statistical point of this tests that we confirmed by t (at the moral level of P ≤ 0.05) in all comparisons for that the Excluded Variables It did not affect the credibility of prediction Diagram of the points that we find clustered around the line so the data (residuals) distributed according to the normal distribution expertise of the variables in order to calculate the equation Figure 2 (b) represents a spread of overstocks with expected values and it explains the lack of specific points of the pattern in Figure this is consistent with linear condition We conclude from the Table 4 (a-b-c-d-e) that the Jump dominated technique practiced as distributions ratios is dependent with the particle of the independent distance of the phase Jump. Where any change in the distribution of the Jump phase, which must be the longest phase than (hop-step), can deficit distance globally. For that as a condition of the good application of the theoretical distribution Stride, length must be in the required of the smallest step phase and an area of 6.28 meters for the hop and 5.35 meters for the step, to be significant statistical point of these tests that we confirmed. In equation That Dependent Variable: Jump-dominated technique is the Optimum of hop and step as large hop and small step to exceed 6.83 meters in Jump phase as typically Stride length (34%29%37%).
Discussion of the Hypothesis 2
From the table 4(a-b-c-d-e) through the results of chosen Regression Jump-dominated technique is the Optimum ratios of hop 34-33% and step 29% as large hop and small step to exceed 6, 83 meters in Jump phase as typically Stride length 37% from the relative total distance
We conclude that the base on jump dominant techniques as length three phases typically practiced by our best champions is a criteria to distinguishing the effect of optimum phases' ratio view the distribution ratios Register in their practical. Based on the results we can judge that the Stride length of the three phases typically to (34%29%37%) as mean observed in their results, should be as optimum phase ratio. This is not in conformity with the results of (Bing Yu, PhD, 1982) how confirms that the Optimum phase ratio is different from athlete to another.
For our champions the Velocity conversion coefficient is one of demand for good practice of the identify factors affecting the performance of the triple jump. Ourstudy also confirms the vision of our results within the limits of good operating of the ideal technical which is confirmed by (Hui Liu, 2012 ) that the Phase ratio is a measure of effort distribution in the triple jump typically theory models distributed ratios. Hop-dominant (39% -30% -31%), balanced (35%-30%-34%), and jump-dominant (34%29%37%). (McNab, T., 1968) or the table1 the mean contribution of the phase distances reports in the similar studies
General Conclusion
Our finding confirm the importance of distribution models to choose adopts practice technique Stride length typically phases appropriate for each theoretical model as a technical distribution ratio, because they offer the means to detect the errors practices in each phase. (ALLEN, and all, 2013)Confirms the description of the techniques used by elite triple jumpers consist the determine characteristics were significantly related to the officially recorded distance of the jump. To confirm, the Maximum errors in stride length that can be used to determine which strides are the major contributors to maximum error in toe-board distance. Our study confirm optimum phase ratio is different from athlete to another and the Velocity conversion coefficient is the determinant of optimum phase ratio on bases of ideal practice in dominate hop technique. Which confirms the vision of our results within the equation Regression liner that is limited by the good operating of the ideal technical Stride length typically phases that is not in accordance with the Russian model. Thing is confirmed by (Bing Yu, 1982) for the Russian technique. The nearest that, any came to the 39%: 30%: 31% ratio and (Hui Liu, 2012) the velocity conversion coefficient affected which technique achieved the longest actual distance for (James G. Hay, 1992) The review itself considers each of the biomechanical factors identified in the models and selected characteristics of triple jumping techniques. In another case, we can judge that the Stride length of the three phases typically for our Bestperformance (34% 29% 37%) as mean observed in the results champions with 18 meter. Could be used as optimum phase ratio, thing that is compatible with equation Regression liner, which is the distance of the Jump phase and equal to over 37% of the overall jump distance. Thing confirmed by (S.J. Allen, & all, 2013) that the individual athletes have a linear relationship between the loss in horizontal velocity and the gain in vertical velocity during each phase that is not in conformity with the results of (Bing Yu, PhD, 1982) who confirms that the Optimum phase ratio is different from athlete to athlete. Based on the result for our modest study, we conclude that research on triple jump techniques has been focused on the differences on the performance, of the technique, which is natural; this avoids us to generate the results because of the mistakes in practice of the technique That we observed in the table 1 (similar studies) and the table 2(performances of our samples) the hop dominant technique that shows above the mean issue of our research and has had little impact on practice individual athletes. The Identification of the individual attributes that determine the optimum ratio of the phase distances are subject seen as challenging topics of future research (James G. Hay, 1992).
Proposals
Nowadays, the disclosure of minute's mistakes need from both coach and searcher development of a new means measuring instruments in planning and evaluation 1. Study the impact of relations of phase's modality basis in all tests practiced by the championships individual and in the group. 2. Study the problem posed in other similar studies. 3. Take advantage of this study in the assessment and training triple jump.
